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“Orthodox commentarial tradition”
Other commentaries

Sire Mao !" (Han antérieurs)

Zheng Xuan #$ (127-200)

Kong Yingda %&' (574-648)
Famous alternative commentaries:

Ouyang Xiu ()* (1007-1072)

Zhu Xi +, (1130-1200)

Ma Ruichen -./ (1777-1853)

Glosses for pronunciation:

Lu Deming 012 (ca. 550-630)

Commentaries of encyclopedic nature :

Lu Ji 03 (d.i.)

Cai Bian 45 (ca. 1058-1117)

Mao Jin !6 (1599-1659)

Older commentaries:

Écoles de Qi 7, Lu8 et Han9.
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1. A Text by Kong Yingda

2. The Art of Storytelling

3. Under an Argumentative Structure 

4. Based on Numerous Quotes

Kong Yingda!"# (574-648)
Maoshi Zhengyi$%&' (653)
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A Text by Kong Yingda
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• PREFACE
• Mao
• (Zheng Xuan)
• Kong Yingda

• INTERSPERCED COUPLETS 
WITH COMMENTARIES, 
commentaries by:
• (Mao)
• (Zheng Xuan)
• Kong Yingda

« Maoshi Zhengyi » 毛詩正義 in Wuying Shisan Jing 
Zhushu武英殿十三經注疏, excerpted from ctext

Mise en page
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Whistles the wind in the valley,
At times it darkens, at times rains.

Let us be good to each other,
We should not get angry.

When we pluck the crucifer,
We might not need its lower part.

We shall not turn away from our 
righteous vows:

Shall be together until death.

詩經 n°35: 谷風 (first stanza)
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Slow along the road,
Resisting within.

Not far, so close,
Just accompanied me to the sill.

Who said milkweed was bitter?
As sweet as water chestnut it is.

Off you celebrate your new bride,
As [close] as brothers.

詩經 n°35 : 谷風(second stanza)
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The Jing meeting the Wei is turbid,
Transparent its islets.

Off you celebrate your new bride,
Treating me with dishonesty.

No one should approach my dam,
No one should touch my pot.

Once my body is [no more] pleasurable,
Care at leisure for my descendance.

詩經 n°35 : 谷風(third stanza)
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Mao’s commentary: overview (stanza 3)

!"#$%&'()(Mao-c-s03e1)
When the Jing and the Wei merge with one another, clear and turbid
are distinguished.
*+,-)(Mao-c-s03e2)
'Xie', or honest.
.+/-)0+10)2+3451-)(Mao-c-s03e3)
'Shi', to go. 'Liang', fish dam. 'Gou', used to catch fish.
6+7-)(Mao-c-s03e4)
'Yue', to bear.
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Zheng Xuan’s commentary: overview (s.3)
!"#$%&'()*+,-*.%//+012%345678+,9:;<%:=01>?+
@$A+BCD%EFGHI-+JK(L3M%(ZX-c-s03e1)

Small islets are called 'zhi'. The Jing River is continued by the Wei, thus we see that the Wei is turbid. Clear, 
constant righteousness. [This image] represents the lord who managed to remarry and thus tells her that 
she is distasteful. She keeps to rectitude from the beginning, she is as clear, she hasn't moved. She seizes 
what she sees when she leaves for separation and uses it to represent herself.

(+N<%O45BPQNRSTU%(ZX-c-s03e2)

'Yi', to use. It means that my lord doesn't honestly employ me to manage the household.

VW+XY78<%ZV=RU+KR[TU=\%(ZX-c-s03e3)

The 'don't' warns that new marriage is forbidden. You (girl?) don't come to my home, [don't try to] cut me 
from engaging in the [righteous] way of the household.

]+^%_+`%a+b<%R^cBdLe+f`bRgHh5i<%(ZX-c-s03e4)

'Gong', the body. 'Huang', at leisure. 'Xu', worried. My body can no more take it/use make up, what's the 
point of worrying in vain for my sons and grandsons to come (the sons and grandsons to whom I would 
give birth later)?
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Kong Yingda’s commentary: overview (s.3)
KYD-c-s03: !"#$%&'()*+(,-./)$0123415)6,017)289:23;<=)6,9:>?+01@7)A3B,)/041CDE
57F)$(GH@I)AJK>)/;9LEM>N?;<#OPQ>)%&RS>T(?(@Q%&U>)VWWXYZ[\)]^_`X)abc)deQ
:fg?%&hQijk.;<)lamn(parfoiso)peq)(arn(parfoiso)es)/;<)6+Et.?$"u.qvw)uxqvy)2."w)x"y)
z3{v.|)28t;<)ku.q}f)u~q!s?2.q}f)~q!s)�3{Ä.Å?X@t;<)}Ç>()JT,É?ÑÖUÜ)(á�à?*
âäã(.-)åçéè$qêVaëçí)hìîqïUÜ.&ñóòô&Jö)zCîÖ)$(uì)U2çõú.ùû?

KYD-c-s03e1-Mao: ü†°¢£è§0•4¶?ß®£è§01©41x™´¨≠ÆØ)XE0∞4±)•T4EDT≤?ß*≥ü¥µ∂¢£è§01É∑i∏0
π∫ªºΩ)æøJ¿¡π¬)√Æƒ≈ØD4?ßå01D4û?∆207«9:)245«;<)~CDE57F)»;9CLEM>N)6£§04CDß)
a$41D0û?

KYD-c-s03e1-ZX: ∆!"20…() ÀÃ!".Ñ)6ÕÃ01.Œ?01$234)6",œ(7)–!"$23;<)6%&,œ(>û?,47)$",4
/œ(0.7)/—57CD6û?∏+§01234)6,]7ß?ü“”·‘’∂¢£è§01÷◊)]ÿŸ⁄?ß¤‹ü∫›fi¢£§5470ßflû?∆(
‡á)U·,04.1)‚~2ç«û?ü„∂¢‰ÂÊè§h$‡áòßÁËè§ÈÍæ≤)0Í∫≤)6Î‡á)amÏŒ?ß20aÍÈÌ)ÓÔÒÚÛ)
6Ù/$‡á?∆!"#‡)J0Eç…(∂?ı"QÔˆ$˜)¯˘˙˜$]s)6Ô"ˆÃ]Œû?˚)¸uÌ˝.˛?∆ÔUÃ)»flˇ"ˆ!"E<˜?
ü#$¢Ëè§±}!Ì%&)'˚?ßå(2)at)6ü(<˚¢£è§*F+)l,-})˙˜2./?ßfl(ˆ˝0)åˇ"ˆ!"01g?

KYD-c-s03e2-Mao: n(v.o)˜)pû?œan(v.o)pEePû?

KYD-c-s03e3-Mao: ∆—ü∞2¢3§4yÍwß´£y?y˜)5v.6)åwQvw1g?üh"7¢£è§89qw?ßq˜)(Uç:.;)å<Qvwû?
ü3=¢£è§Í>?w?ß$Ëè§@‡1Ëw?ßüA"¢£è§BCÍw?ß$Ëè§w)1D.w?ßüEF¢£è§EFÍw?ß £è§@‡1.
w?ßüGH¢<£è§3IÍw?ß*£è§EFÍw?ß´JKUÍ)'"ULÏ.M)å´'Nwg)62§@‡1ßO.?∆@‡1.w)<flvw)6
üPQ¢£è§RSv)XïT"DUw?ß®£è§w)‡1~v˜?ßüGH¢ £è§Iû)Vû)´2vQ=W˜û?I.XY>)E∑Íw?ßüZ[¢
®£è§C\U)M]ÿ1.D)Ívw?ßflw´vw1g?]Q^_Qò`)üa"¢§b2caQwß)„de£è§w)1f)f1EQgh)2yi]
h?ßXlw˜Qf)2j1)hDki.2y)6£§y)U25vûß?Xl1a‡)£§‡1ß˜)œlm.ffl‡1)fl2Ú)´£@˜)¯‚Ω@.
M)<Qw2~vû?üno¢§pqrgwß)ü±1¢£§stQwß.u)´œNw)'‡1)6üno¢®£§w)vNß)flû?

KYD-c-s03e3-ZX: 2w)t;)t"u9qw)fl«t;<ux.qfû?6üyz¢ £è§w)t;ß?ü{|¢£è§w)˘&})3~(v.).˜?ßto�
~(voir))6wQt;?

KYD-c-s03e4-ZX: 2∆!"á})6ÎîUÜ.&ñû?cA�3ñ)$.ÄÅÇ?ü∞2¢£±(v.É)&êrÑÖ)1Üêá.ï)î]àâäã)6|åEçF?
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Number of characters (distribution)

Mao Zheng Xuan Kong Yingda

preface 40 12 116

commentary 222 732 3726

total 262 744 3842
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Mao’s commentary: overview (stanza 3)

!"#$%&'()(Mao-c-s03e1)
When the Jing and the Wei merge with one another, clear and turbid
are distinguished.
*+,-)(Mao-c-s03e2)
'Xie', or honest.
.+/-)0+10)2+3451-)(Mao-c-s03e3)
'Shi', to go. 'Liang', fish dam. 'Gou', used to catch fish.
6+7-)(Mao-c-s03e4)
'Yue', to bear.
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Zheng Xuan’s commentary: overview (s.3)
!"#$%&'()*+,-*.%//+012%345678+,9:;<%:=01>?+
@$A+BCD%EFGHI-+JK(L3M%(ZX-c-s03e1)

Small islets are called 'zhi'. The Jing River is continued by the Wei, thus we see that the Wei is turbid. Clear, 
constant righteousness. [This image] represents the lord who managed to remarry and thus tells her that 
she is distasteful. She keeps to rectitude from the beginning, she is as clear, she hasn't moved. She seizes 
what she sees when she leaves for separation and uses it to represent herself.

(+N<%O45BPQNRSTU%(ZX-c-s03e2)

'Yi', to use. It means that my lord doesn't honestly employ me to manage the household.

VW+XY78<%ZV=RU+KR[TU=\%(ZX-c-s03e3)

The 'don't' warns that new marriage is forbidden. You (girl?) don't come to my home, [don't try to] cut me 
from engaging in the [righteous] way of the household.

]+^%_+`%a+b<%R^cBdLe+f`bRgHh5i<%(ZX-c-s03e4)

'Gong', the body. 'Huang', at leisure. 'Xu', worried. My body can no more take it/use make up, what's the 
point of worrying in vain for my sons and grandsons to come (the sons and grandsons to whom I would 
give birth later)?
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Kong Yingda’s commentary (s.3-e01-Mao)
KYD-c-s03e1-Mao: !"#$%&'()*+,-.%&'(/0*/123456789:(;*

<8)=*:>=?,-@A!BCD$%&'(/EFGH(IJKLM8NOPQRIS8T

6UV7>*,-W(/>*X,YZ([\]^8Z*_\`a8bc>:_[d8e`]cf

:ghi8j%'(*c>-8kl*/>(X,

KYD-c-s03e1-Mao-engl: The "Yugong" chapter [of the Shangshu] reads: "The Jing unites with the Wei to 

mingle its waters". The commentary goes: "The source of the Jing River and the Wei River are separated by 

some two thousand leagues. This being said, the Jing is small and the Wei big. [The Jing] unites with the 

Wei which [in turn] merges with the [Yellow] Stream." It also quotes the "Dilizhi" chapter: "The Jing River 

appears in the Kaitou Mountain, West of Jingyang in today's Anding. It runs South-East until it reaches 

Yangling in Jingzhao. After a course of one thousand and six hundred miles it merges with the Wei." Thus 

we know that the Jing River merges into the Wei. Here, the turbidity of the Jin is used as comparison to the 

old household, and the limpidity of the Wei as comparison to the new marriage. When they encounter one 

another, clear and turbid are distinguished. Similarly, when the new and the old are next to each other, the 

good and the distasteful are separated. Therefore, [Mao] says 'the Jing and the Wei merge', not 'the Wei 

River enters the Jing’.
15



Poem 35: Preface stratum (1/2)

Mao

!"#$%&'()*+,-.

/01%234567089%

'(:;%<=>?@,

« The Wind in the Valley » denounces when 

husband and wife lose the way. A man of Wei 

imitating his leaders, indulged in a new 

marriage, husband and wife turned their back 

to each other. The customs of the kingdom 

were affected by such behavior.

Zheng Xuan

45A%4BCD5E,

A new marriage is when the one with whom the 

rite of marriage is performed is a newcomer.
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Poem 35: Preface stratum (2/2)

!"#$%&'()*+,-.

/01(23456789:;

<=->(?@4AB(CD-

EFGH*+56(IJKLM

NO7PQ)*R-+S2T(

H*+,1(UV*+W)X7

-+Y/*6(Z[*0D\(

]^U1(@4AB0_7`a

bH7

He who composed « The Wind in the Valley » denounced when husband and 

wife, losing the way of togetherness to the point they turned their back to 

each other. He tells how a man of Wei, imitating his leaders, indulged in new 

marriage while abandoning his old household. Husbands and wives, turning 

their back to each other, affected the customs of the kingdom. This poem 

blames a husband who doesn’t behave with his wife as rites command. This 

couple has lost the way. The poem is not blaming both husband and wife. 

When the wife turns her back against her husband, she explains how her 

husband abandoned her and shows how they are away from the way, how he 

indulged in a new marriage. All six stanzas deal with this topic.
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The art of storytelling
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Kong Yingda’s addition at the stanza level
KYD-c-s01: !!"#$%&'()*)+,-./(0123()456#,789(:;<23=>?@A"
ABCDEFGH()I56%JKLMNOPQ=>RST%UV(W)XYZ[%\(]^_`()4I

78%a(W)_bcd%e(]^_f=gVh56%a(iJf%jWkl(:mDnEFopqr=g

scdtu%Mvhw%EF(gP)cde,^wvh

KYD-c-s02: x)I(6yz{|^(}~�Ä=>kD/qJÅ%y(pÇÉÑ(ÖÜÜ$/(HáàMâÉ%
ä(Kã:Ñ(å?DEFàç56=é^?èÑ%ê(ëwKí(ìîï(Äëwqñó,{=çòôKö

/Å%yQ=õúù?%û(>yü†°ûvh)EFùw%û¢£%°(:_§ö•=EFû?(à¶v.ß)
®©™(Põ>´¨≠%©™(_òöÆØQ=)56∞±m≤(MÆØ%J(P)ÆØ>%=≥¥µMl∂

I∑()∏πIµÉ∂(W∫ª%º(qΩKæ(P)lIø¿Q=

KYD-c-s03: 6yz>EFû?(õ¡?�Ä%ß(>¬√)Mƒ√≈(P�¬√∆()4«7)M©™»(P�
«7\=¡¬√…∆( MÀ�(ß¬ƒ√kÃ,≈∆∑(>?cd…e( pÕ\(ß©«],Œ\Ñ=©

™zœ{I\(EF–—\q?=?…IEF“\(Ö””"‘’÷◊(_ºöÿ"(KŸ⁄(m¤I783=

EFgI´‹≠%©™(›Kfifl(v.‡)·¤w(?K|fl(v.‡)¤‚(ß©™(P¡,„%=>yW%w‰Â(
WÊw‰Á()%yÂ(ÊyÁ(ËMÈ‰%Í()4„©™(≠W%w58(WÎw6‚=)%w58(Î

w6‚(sMÈÏ%Ì="…„©™(5Ó\?(pq�Ô=H“2(?ÒsÚ=õ}Ûù?%Ä(:Ùèı

>wˆÖK˜Ù¯(g˘˙w˚“2%F¸vh˝Fp˛(Ëk˙(>?W˘(“)Ù~ˇ%!Q=
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Kong Yingda’s addition at the stanza level
KYD-c-s01: !!"#$%&'()*)+,-./(0123()456#,789(:;<23=>?@A"
ABCDEFGH()I56%JKLMNOPQ=>RST%UV(W)XYZ[%\(]^_`()4I

78%a(W)_bcd%e(]^_f=gVh56%a(iJf%jWkl(:mDnEFopqr=g

scdtu%Mvhw%EF(gP)cde,^wvh

KYD-c-s02: x)I(6yz{|^(}~�Ä=>kD/qJÅ%y(pÇÉÑ(ÖÜÜ$/(HáàMâÉ%
ä(Kã:Ñ(å?DEFàç56=é^?èÑ%ê(ëwKí(ìîï(Äëwqñó,{=çòôKö

/Å%yQ=õúù?%û(>yü†°ûvh)EFùw%û¢£%°(:_§ö•=EFû?(à¶v.ß)
®©™(Põ>´¨≠%©™(_òöÆØQ=)56∞±m≤(MÆØ%J(P)ÆØ>%=≥¥µMl∂

I∑()∏πIµÉ∂(W∫ª%º(qΩKæ(P)lIø¿Q=

KYD-c-s03: 6yz>EFû?(õ¡?�Ä%ß(>¬√)Mƒ√≈(P�¬√∆()4«7)M©™»(P�
«7\=¡¬√…∆( MÀ�(ß¬ƒ√kÃ,≈∆∑(>?cd…e( pÕ\(ß©«],Œ\Ñ=©

™zœ{I\(EF–—\q?=?…IEF“\(Ö””"‘’÷◊(_ºöÿ"(KŸ⁄(m¤I783=

EFgI´‹≠%©™(›Kfifl(v.‡)·¤w(?K|fl(v.‡)¤‚hß©™(P¡,„%=>yW%w‰Â(
WÊw‰Á()%yÂ(ÊyÁ(ËMÈ‰%Í()4„©™(≠W%w58(WÎw6‚=)%w58(Î

w6‚(sMÈÏ%Ì="…„©™(5Ó\?(pq�Ô=H“2(?ÒsÚ=õ}Ûù?%Ä(:Ùèı

>wˆÖK˜Ù¯(g˘˙w˚“2%F¸vh˝Fp˛(Ëk˙(>?W˘(“)Ù~ˇ%!Q=
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Under an argumentative structure
21



Poem 35: Preface stratum (KYD)

!"#$%&'()*+,-.

/01(23456789:;

<=->(?@4AB(CD-

EFGH*+56(IJKLM

NO7PQ)*R-+S2T7

H*+,1(UV*+W)X7

-+Y/*6(Z[*0D\(

]^U1(@4AB0_7`a

bH7

He who composed « The Wind in the Valley » denounced when husband and 

wife, losing the way of togetherness to the point they turned their back to 

each other. He tells how a man of Wei, imitating his leaders, indulged in new 

marriage while abandoning his old household. Husbands and wives, turning 

their back to each other, affected the customs of the kingdom. This poem 

blames a husband who doesn’t behave with his wife as rites command. This 

couple has lost the way. The poem is not blaming both husband and wife. 

When the wife turns her back against her husband, she explains how her 

husband abandoned her and shows how they are away from the way, how he 

indulged in a new marriage. All six stanzas deal with this topic.
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Poem 35 s.1-1st couplet: Mao and Kong Yingda

Mao: !"#$$%&'(#)*+,-*#./&0-
*1%23&4567%567089:#

Kong Yingda: ;)*+,-*<%=>?@A"#BC
DE;-,FG#G%:"#-*H%:I,*#<.

/J&%K*LMN%O./&P-*1#QR23%

OST:U#=VW·-*@XRYZ%O[\;]^_%
`a7<0b#
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Based on numerous quotes
24



Most frequently quoted references (approximate 
figures: preliminary results)

凟褷 796
ช纩ૢ㯽 591
藠妿 (internal references) 362
因懿 356
藯薹ਁ 343
覮ୗक़㯽 214
ช纩 154
抷承 115
ช纩獍ᗤ㯽 90
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Most frequently quoted individuals (approximate 
figures: preliminary results)

蟞ሱ 2430

᮳絇 650

褢秚ҁ=褢絊҂ 401

ሴ宨 210

疆箪 205
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詩經 n°35 first stanza (e3): Mao and Zheng Xuan

Mao: !"#$%&"'$%()"*+$%
! is turnip. & is brassica. The lower part of the body corresponds to the stem and 
roots.

Zheng Xuan: ,-./"012345$"67(89%:;<*=>?"=@?"
A4/B8C*@?DE<F"GHICJKL"MNOP"QB8CMNR"
E<O24J%

Both of the plats that are mentioned belong to the family of crucifer and brassica. Both 
higher and lower parts can be eaten. However, there is a good season to eat its roots, 
and a bad season. He who gathers it cannot, when the roots are not good, simply throw 
the whole plant away with both roots and leaves. This illustrates how husband and wife 
should come together according to propriety and rite: [good] appearance mught bring 
them closer to one another. However, one cannot, because of the other's decaying 
appearance, get rid of the rite (marriage) that unites the couple.

27



Kong Yingda about plants (1st stanza-e3-Mao)

!"#$%&'()*+,-./0&'()12*+,-!34$5%&'*)6

78,9:;<=><*,-?@%&'*)A7,BCDE><F,-!GH$%&

'IJ)A78,9:K><I,L:M><J,NO><A7,P:Q<R><S

F,-IT*UVW)XYZ)[\v.]^*8)(8)A78)678)*+\v._A^
8)J8)F8)`a1b8,!"#$c%&'d)e8,-fg0&'hi8,-

./0&'jk8,-!"#$c%&'d)lm,-fg0&'d#)nop\v.
q^r)sA7)tuvw)xy,-?@%&'dsz \i.e.j^){|\v.}^)~�
ÄÅ)ÇÉ,ÑÖÜáàâä)ãå,xçé,BCD><e)!èê$><lm)

ëíìD><îm,-!èê$d'e-T'lm-W")f5sïñ#,ó?@<

H)cï1b,òô5!èê$öõ)úùû)[d8)e8)lm8)hi8)î

m8)üa1b8,†°sjÄ¢j)£%'jk8,-§%'ùöma)67Tj

<k-a)67>*8)jk>d8,
28



On the beginning of the third stanza (similarly)
• On Mao: !"#$%&'()*+,-.%&'(/0*/123456789:(;*<8)
=*:>=?,-@A!BCD$%&'(/EFGH(IJKLM8NOPQRIS8T6U
V7>*,-W(/>*X,YZ([\]^8Z*_\`a8bc>:_[d8e`]cf:
ghi8j%'(*c>-8kl*/>(X,

« Yugong » says… The commentary explains… It also quotes from the « Dilizhi »… Thus, The Jing river 
enter the Wei. This is a way of representing the old house with the Jing becoming turbid, and the new 
marriage with turbidity and clarity. If marrying is merging, clear and turbid are distinguished, and 
similarly whereas the new and the old coexist, the good and the bad are separate. Therefore [Mao] 
says ‘the Jing and the Wei merge’, not ‘the Wei river enters the Jing’.

• On Zheng Xuan: YmnZ(op8qrsmntu8jvs(/tw,(/lZx*8jnyz
p[8{mnlZx`a8j|}yz~hX,y*[8lny*~(t[8�Ä_[c>jX,
HÅ'(/Zx*8jyÇ[-,!ÉÑÖÜáD$%&'(/àâ8Çäãå,-çé!Jè
ê$%'_*[(-ëX,Ypíì8îïy(*t/8ñbZó\X,!òD$ôöõ&'ú
líìù-ûü&'†°N?8(°J?8j¢íì8k£§w,-Z(k°†•8¶ß®©™
´8j¨íì,Ymn≠í8P(:óopÆ,Øn∞ß±l≤8≥¥µ≤lÇ∂8jßn±s
ÇwX,∑8∏π•∫tª,Yßîs8eëºn±Ωæ:a≤,!ø¿$ü&'<¡Ω•¬√8
ƒ∑,-W≈Z∆k«8j!≈a∑$%&'»d…8 ÀÃ¡8µ≤ZÕŒ,-ë≈±∫œ8
Wºn±Ωæœ–—,

The wife compares herself with the Jing. As a consequence, Zheng Xuan first describes the meaning of 
the Jing River as he prepares to describe the heart of the woman. The Jing River is said to be 
continued by the Wei, and this people call it turbid. Similarly, the wife is said to be followed by a new 
bride, and thus her lord calls her distasteful/corrupt… 29



Kong Yingda’s commentary (s.3-e01-Mao) - Q
KYD-c-s03e1-Mao: !"#$%&'()*+,-.%&'(/0*/123456789:(;*

<8)=*:>=?,-@A!BCD$%&'(/EFGH(IJKLM8NOPQRIS8T

6UV7>*,-W(/>*X,YZ([\]^8Z*_\`a8bc>:_[d8e`]cf

:ghi8j%'(*c>-8kl*/>(X,

KYD-c-s03e1-Mao-engl: The "Yugong" chapter [of the Shangshu] reads: "The Jing unites with the Wei to 

mingle its waters". The commentary goes: "The source of the Jing River and the Wei River are separated by 

some two thousand leagues. This being said, the Jing is small and the Wei big. [The Jing] unites with the 

Wei which [in turn] merges with the [Yellow] Stream." It also quotes the "Dilizhi" chapter: "The Jing River 

appears in the Kaitou Mountain, West of Jingyang in today's Anding. It runs South-East until it reaches 

Yangling in Jingzhao. After a course of one thousand and six hundred miles it merges with the Wei." Thus 

we know that the Jing River merges into the Wei. Here, the turbidity of the Jin is used as comparison to the 

old household, and the limpidity of the Wei as comparison to the new marriage. When they encounter one 

another, clear and turbid are distinguished. Similarly, when the new and the old are next to each other, the 

good and the distasteful are separated. Therefore, [Mao] says 'the Jing and the Wei merge', not 'the Wei 

River enters the Jing’.
30



TOOLS
• Translation of previous 

commentators
• Use of plain language
• Storytelling
• Introducing a large 

bibliography
• Argumentation based on 

confrontation of 
different resources

GOALS
• Disseminate an orthodox 

understanding of the 
Maoshi Zhengyi (under 
imperial request)

• Transmit an intellectual 
culture: broad scholarship, 
use of referenced quotes, 
argumentation

SCOPE
• The Classical 

Anthology
• And beyond: An 

intellectual culture

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
• Raises the question of sources of authority
• Embodies transformations in intellectual practices/standards (origins)
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Thank you for your attention.

bizais@unistra.fr
https://gitlab.huma-num.fr/chi-know-po/shijing-net
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